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CopingWith Construction
The grinding, pounding and hammering
of bulldozers, cranes, cement mixers and
the beloved jackhammers are nearing
completion of the first phase says
Assistant Dean Potts. The destruction
process is giving way to construction, but
Dean Potts couldn't predict when the noise
would aba te enough for classes to move
back to Stockton. "Actually, professors
may choose to return to Stockton any time
during the semester if they feel they can
tolerate the noise," said Potts.
When asked why the classroom changes
had been so sudden, Potts responded that
there was simply no way to anticipate the
magnitude of disturbance the construction
would cause. "I knew the noise would be
bothersome, but not that bad," he said.
That was the reason, according to the
dean, the administration scurried around
trying to find classrooms on' a Friday
afternoon with virtually no time to an-
nounce room changes by Monday morn-
ing. Finding those rooms in other campus
buildings wasn't easy, said Potts. "The
University is booked solid after 11:00
a.m.," he said. "That's why we've been
able to arrange substitute classrooms for
only the 9 and 10 o'clock classes."
Potts said the construction foremen are
aware of this-schedule and are supposed to
be doing their heaviest (noisiest)- con-
"struction before 11 a.m., although Potts
admits this isn't always possible. Potts
smiled wryly at this point and said, "See
what I mean?" refering to a barrage of
jackhammering commencing. (It was 2:30
p.m.) To facilitate student awareness of
what happens next on the NLC battle
-r. scene, Potts is posting weekly notices on a
bulletin board outside the deans' office.
Some construction problems involve
more than the noise. Many students,
although grateful for the more peaceful
atmosphere, are less than pleased with the
substitute facilities. "It's almost im-
possible to balance my textbook and Code
on my knees and try to take notes," said
one student. ''These little armchairs are
ridiculous,'" said another. Another
problem is getting from 10 a.m. classes
(expeciaIIy in "C" building) bade to
Stockton for classes at 11 a.m.
The big question on many students'
minds is final exam period. Dean Potts
assured that absolutely no heavy con-
struction would be allowed during finals.'
As to the potential noise of smaller-scale
construction, such as nail hammering,
Potts said that would be a "judgement
call." Potts also said he has arranged for
Gelman Library to be open to law students
during finals.
Scheel Thefts On The Rise
by Frank Solorzano
Several recent mid-afternoon thefts
have occurred at the Law Center but they
are not unusual for this time of year and
the number of incidents will go up, ac-
cording to Assistant Dean Edward A.
Potts, chair of the university security
oversight committee and Law Center
Help!
HELP NEEDED: The Advocate needs
your helpl In order to continue publication
the Advocate needs editors, writers and
photographers. Persons to do layout (no
paste-up necessary), business matters
and advertising are also needed. Even if
you can only give 3-4 hours once or twice a
month, you may help save the Advocate
from extinction. Please attend the meeting
to be held February 15 at 12:15 p.m, or
contact the Advocate office at 676-7325.
The future of the Advocate depends on
youl
representative to the committee.
Recent incidents have involved a suit
and typewriter stolen from student
organization offices and an attempt to
steal parts from a bicycle locked benea th
the steps in front of the Burns law library.
All incidents took place in the middle of the
day.
The thefts from the student offices
seemed unusually bold because they oc-
curred near where people frequently walk
by during the day. --
''The university population should be
more aware of who comes in and out,"
suggested second-year student John Watt,
whose suit and garment bag were taken
from the Student Bar Association office. on,
a Friday about 3 p.m.·- _
A typewriter was stolen from the ad-
jacent La Raza office, apparently on a
Saturday afternoon, according to Felix
Sanchez; a: La Raza member and second-
year student. His gym bag in the same
office had been emptied and was also
taken, seemingly to cover the typewriter.
"Still, it's a little hard to be Inconspicuous
see Thefts. p. 8
Can they sing? Come find out March 6! Rehearsbig a number, from left to right are:
. Barry Kaplan, David Danner, Steve Cooper, Ron Bush and JeffPargamen~~,
Law Revue Rehearsing
For Fifth Annual Show
The National Law- Center is gearing up
once again for its annual musical ex-
travaganza, the Law Revue, which will be
held on Sunday, March 6, in Lisner
Auditorium. Details about ticket prices,
ticket sales, and show time will be posted
around Stockton Hall as the performance
date nears.
- Regarding details about the Fifth
Annual Law Revue, Executive Director
Barry Kaplan has imposed the traditional
gag order on the cast. ''This year's show
will incorporate the same elements that
have made past shows so successful," was
all Kaplan would say officially. A survey of
the four previous Law Revues reveals
those elements to be spoofs of various .
professors, parodies of law school and the
legal profession as a whole, specially
rewritten songs and energetic dances
(which prove conclusively that law
students are multifaceted people), and
take-offs on various aspects of the
television and film media.
Such generalizations were not enough to
satisfy this reporter. An inside source has
divulged some of the special effects
planned for this year's show. The same
source also mentioned that this year's
technical director, Teri Brunsman, is
actively seeking technical crew members
to help design and implement these
dramatic- effects. One of the crew mem-
see Law Revue. p. 2
Jessup Team Goes To Regionals
by Jay Shultz and Jennifer Porter
The Law Cente~'s-l982-Q3 Jessup
International Law Moot Court finalists will
soon eriter the Regional competition. First
place 'in the competition went to Josef
Reimer followed by Steve Gibbons, Carol
Einaudi, Alan Slobodin and Alan
Nessman. Mr. Reimer received the award
for best oralist and Mr. Gibbons for the
best memorial. These five finalists will
represent the National Law Center in the
Regional competition in February and
March and hopefully in the national and
. international competition to be held in
Washington in April.
The problem this year involved complex
and contradictory questions concerning
human rights, national sovereignty and
international obligations toward refugees.
Participants representing the mythical
, Kingdom of SEPTENTRION and People's
Democratic Republic of MERIDION,
submitted memorials (briefs) and took
part in two rounds of oral argument before
the "International Court of Justice" (lCJ).
:', ~', ".
The controversy that brought Sep-
tentrion and Meridion before the ICJ arose
out of the violence and disruption ac-
companying the Meridionese Liberation
Army's (MLA) rise to power in Meridion.
The MLA, in prosecuting its revolution and
see Jessup, p. 2
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The Jessup Cup Team representing GW In regional competition, from left to right are:
Carol Elnaudi,-Alan Siobodin. J08efReimer and Alan Nessman. Not pictured is steve
Gibbons./
J~ssup, con~;:--
on its way to becoming the Government of
the People's Democratic RepUblic of
Meridion, inter alia, took Septentrionese
nationals hostage,tried still others for
vague crimes (e.g., cultural genocide) and
for actions which were not crimes at the
time they were committed. Septentrionese
nationals were also subjected to in-
terrogation by beating and to summary
court proceedings. .
Several thousand Meridionese nationals
. left Meridion for Septentrion where those
who survived the sea voyage were either
returned to Meridionese waters by the
Septentrionese Coast Guard or interned in
camps. 'Their claims for refugee status
were ignored, and they were not given
access to legal counsel. .
Septentrion sought to have Meridion
adjudged guilty of breaching international
law by its treatment of its own nationals as
well as those of Septentrionese nationality
and of further breaches in causing the -
mass migration' froPt Meridion to Sep-
tentrion.
In the t;o rounds of argument last
October, participants presented these
claims before judges who, in many in-
stances, had working experience with the
issues involved and who had judged the
Regional Jessup Cup competition last
year. The judges were drawn from the
State and Justice Departments, an, em-
bassy and private practice, and in
recognition of the participants' efforts
invested in the competition, they gave
individual (and in most cases, private)
performance critiques. ,
The competition is named after Judge
Phillip C.Jessup, a "notable International
law practitioner, scholar, teacher, and
member of the International Court of
Justice from 1961 until 1970. The com-
petition began in 1960 with only Harvard,
Yale and Columbia competing. The early
years involved domestic schools only, but
now includes foreign schools as well. To
accommodate this expansion in the
number of schools participating, the
competition was divided into two divisions
- the National and International. The
National Division has grown to involve
over 120 law schools from across the
The Advocate welcomes articles from
student organizations. Publicize your
events, speakers and activities. Check the
notice in Stuart lounge for upcoming
dpalines or contact the Advocate Office,
676-7325.
from 1':--1
United States. The International Division
has also exhibited significant growth - to
date over seventy law schools from thirty-
eight nations have participated in the
Jessup.". '_,
The Competition requires students to
research,draft and then orally defend
memorials responsive to the issues posed
in a hypothetical problem. Each year the
problem is authored by a leading in-
ternationallaw scholar or practitioner on
a topic of timely arid global significance.,
At the National Law Center, the
Jessup commences in the Fall in the form
of an in-house competition open to all
second and third-year students (as well as
upper-class night students). Students are
evaluated individually - based upon their
performance in both the written and oral
segments of the competition. Based upon
the judges' scores, the top five students
are selected to comprise a team which will
represent the school in the Regional
Competition. -
There are eleven regional competitions
across the United States held in the Spring.
The winning teams from each of these
competitions then advance to final rounds
- held in Washington, D.C. - to deter-
mine the National Division winner.
Likewise, teams competing in the Inter-:
national Division meet in Washington,
D.C. for final rounds. The winners of the
National and International Divisions then
meet to decide the winner of the "Jessup
Cup" - the award given to the overall
winning team. In addition, awards are
given at the -Regional, National, Inter-
national, and Jessup Cup levels for the
Best Oralist. There is also a prize for Best
- Memorial at both the National- and
International Division final rounds.
The Jessup Moot Court Board
congratulates the National Law Center
team and wishes them well for the
Regionals. The Board also wishes to ex-
press its appreciation to all students who
took part in the competition and to those
.who gave up their Saturday to be time
keepers. The Board also invites those
students who are interested in in-
ternationallaw to take part in the com-
petition next (all. The Jessup Cup C
competition offers students the op-
portunity to gain a grasp of the principles _
of international law and to earn 1 credit
hour (2 for becoming a member of the
Center's team. for the Regional com-
petl tion) towards the school writing
requirement -- all of this while dealing
with problems of topical international
importance such as the law of the sea,
refugees and human rights, trade law,
economic sanctions and outer space.
Law Revue, cont, - from p. 1
bers will assume the position of technical
director next year, as Ms. Brunsman plans
to pursue the- writing and performing
avenues of Law Revue VI. Volunteers can
leave names and phone numbers in the
Law Revue mailbox in Stuart Hall'lounge.
Imagine being in on the creation and
deployment of these effects: following the
bows of the ninety-odd member cast, the
curtain will be closed and then reopened to
reveal the fluttering descent of six dozen
snow-white doves in the best Fellini
tradition (no one ever said this show did
not steal ideas from Broadway, but an
informed source assured that most NLC
students had not seen "Nine" yet anyway,
and "besides, even if they. have seen it,
they won't expect the L<tw Revue to try to
pull off anything like that."). Confronted
with this inside information, Brunsman
admitted, "The dove bit is going to be
difficult,· but I am more concerned about
the motorcycle gang-roller derby spoof ..
Roller skates and motorcycles will be
noisy enough on stage before they go into
the dance sequence."
"And," she added, as she ran off to
class, "how do you light an underwater
ballet featuring the law faculty ina re-
enactment of the exodus from Bacon Hall
to Stuart Hall?"
Clearly, . the technical staff of "'L~
Revue. Vwill be an integral part of the final
production. And Brunsman promised that
anyone who' volunteered to serve as .,il
"techie" would be able to see the shdw
they will be working on. "Hisn't
glamorous backstage," said Brunsman,
"but the role is so lmportant-t'm looking
for a handful of people - experienced or
not - who have an interest in the
production end of theater and who will be
willing to put in a couple of weeks of crazy
- hours, crazy concepts, and a crazy boss."
-,This reporter is curious. about how one
~keeps six dozen doves from flying out over
the audience and, um, well, leaving
deposits?
Other than a technical crew, the
production team, headed by Janet Bar-
tlemay, is also seeking help for the "Law
Revue Orchestra," Ken Thomas is hoping
to add a few more musicians to balance out
the sound of the group. "These
musicians," Thomas offered, "can look
forward to playing an enormous variety of
music for the show And the rehearsal
schedule won't be prohibitive." Those
interested can contact Ken through the
Law Revue mailbox in Stuart Hall lounge.
Scuttlebutt has it i..'1atan enter}X'ising law _
student wrote to some of the giants of the
music industry and got contributions of
material from such diverse and well-
known talents as Slim Whitman, Roger
Whittaker, Boxcar Willie, and the Sound
Effects.
In general, this production has evolved
over the past four years from a relatively
modest showcase of NLC talent into a
thematic, theatrical package of ex-
citement and entertainment. Kaplan and
Bartlemay both made it clear that the
most important contributionNLC students
can make now is not as musicians or stage
crew members, but as an enthusiastic
audience. "We try to maintain the
secrecy," claimed Kaplan, "not to
frustrate non-cast members or to seem
exclusive, but in order to preserve the
element of surprise that acts as a catalyst
between the performers and the audience.
That is the same reason for having only
one performance - it keeps the Law
Revue a special, magic experience."
Everyone involved with Law Revue V was
having so much fun and yet had such drive
to put on a great show that it was
reminiscent of Mickey Rooney and Judy
Garland. Don't miss the action, on stage at
Lisner, Sunday, March 6!
_Contributed by
Teri Brunsman
GERRY JAMES
521-1438
ANtlE LAURENT
965-9754
MAKE THIS THE YEAR
YOU DISCOVER
, SMH BAR REVIEWI
When selecting a bar review course, law students
must make an educated decision as to how to invest
their time and money. And they want it to be an
investment that pays off.
A comprehensive program is y~ur best bet when
studying for the bar. SMH gives you that but
SMH also gives you something EXTRA.
EXTRA PRACTICE QUESTIONS - review_
over 1300 multiple-choice questions on
the Multistate subjects ~ 230 essay
review p~actice questions.
EXTRA CASE CITES - assuring you
5MBmaterials are professional and
current.
EXTRA PERSONAL ATTENTION -
we are there when you need us.
14 JURISDICTIONS - DC*, VA*, MD*,_
MA*, CT*, NY*, FL*, PA*, ME, sn, NJ,
NM,RI,VT
* Offered Locally
DISCOUNTS - final discount deadlines
for the July 1983 program:
•• FEBRUARY11, 1983 - for CT, FL.
ME, MA, NH, PA, VT, ~ RI
.• MARCIl31, 1983 - for DC, VA,
N'{, & NJ
For more information contact:
L--_-SMH-__ ---'........-
BAR REVIEW
(202) 347-1971
LINDA CANDLER
667-1946
CL~mNS KOCHINKE
223-9591
OR
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GW Legal Clinics A 'Hands On' Experience
The Community Legal Clinics will soon
be accepting applications from students
who wish to participate in its clinical
programs during the 1983·84 academic
year. Enrollment in some of the clinics is
limited, and students are selected on a
tottery or merit basis after applications
. have been submitted. A brief description
of each clinical program and the deadlines
- by which applications must be made ap-
pear below. '
In an effort to provide additional in-
formation and to answer questions about
the various clinical programs, an Open
House will be held for all fir:t and second
year students at the Communltv Legal
Clinics office, 2000 L Street, N.W., Suite
3CT1, on February 11, from 2:00 - 6:00 P.M.
The clinical supervisors will also hold an
informational meeting for all interested
students on Thursday, February 17,at 4:00
P.M. in R()Om B-Ol, Stockton Hall..
Students are encouraged to visit the clinic
offices, or to call .676-7463 With their
questions.
Applications for the various clinical
programs are available in the clinic of-
fices, and when completed must be
returned to 2000L Street, N.W.,Suite 307.
IMMIGRATION CLINIC
(LA W346, Sec. IJ)
Clinical work. includes counseling and
representation at depp!"'..citionhearings,
oral argument befDM': the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, Board of
Immigration Appeals, U.S, District Court
and the U.S. Court of Appeals. Students
will assist immigration clients residing in
the Washington area with a wide variety of
problems, including adjustment from non-
immigrant to immigrant status, obtaining
visas for their relatives in other countries
to enter the U.S., and obtaining voluntary
departure orders for those whose visas
have expired and who are threatened with
deportation, and obtaining citizenship in
the U.S. '"
Only third year students will be allowed ,
to represent clients at deportation ~
hearings, appeals .or appearances in
federal court. Second year students will "
be able to appear with clients at inter-
views before the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and to counsel
clients on all aspects of immigration law.
This clinic may be taken for two to four
credits, with a minimum of ten hours work
per week required. A two .hour weekly
seminar and additional weekly meeting
with supervisor are mandatory. Students
must be enrolled in Immigration Law
(586) or have successfully completed the
course. Written applications for the clinic
should be submitted to the Clinic office no
later than February 25, 1983by third year
students, and by March 16, 1983for second,
year students. Final selections will be
made by a lottery and posted prior to pre-
registration.
CLINICAL OPEN HOUSE
All first and second year students
possibly interested in participating
in any of the clinical programs
described in this issue of the
Advocate are invited to an Open
House at the Clinics main offices,
located at 2000L Street, N.W., Suite
3fY7 on Febraury 11, 1983from 2:00-
6:00 P.M. The event will be co-
sponsored by the SBA and will in-
clude refreshments and an op-
portunity to meet and talk with the
National Law Center's clinical
faculty and staff.
All students are welcomed.
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVOCACY
CLINIC (LAW 346, Sec. 12)
This clinic provides students an op-
portunity to serve indigent clients,
especially the elderly, in pursuing their
rights and benefits before various
government agencies. The Community'
.Legal Clinic provides this experience
through three programs: the Legal Aid
and Operation P.E.P. (Protection for
Elderly People) offices located at 2000 L
- Street, N.W., Suite 3fY7 and the Martin
Luther King office located at 2028Martin
Luther King Ave., S.E.
Under the supervision of staff attorneys,
the students represent clients both in
formal and informal advocacy settings.
Students will learn such basic skills as
interviewing,negotiating and will draf-
ting. They may also have an opportunity to
present a client's claim at an ad-
ministrative hearing or before an ad-
ministrative appeals tribunal.
Students earn twocredits (pass-fail) per
semester for a minimum of ten hours work
per week. In addition to their work with
clients, students are required to take a
seminar which meets weekly for two
hours. While some class time is devoted to
substantive law in such areas as social
security and wills, the seminar is designed
primarily for the development of practical
skills. There are 20-25 positions open for
second and third year students; third year
students will be given preference.
Interested third year students should fill
out an application and submit it to the
Clinic office by February :1.5, 1983; second
year applications are due by March 16,
1983.If the number of applicants exceeds
the number of spaces, a lottery will be held
prior to pre-registration and a list of those
chosen '.•111 be posted. If unfilled spaces
remain on the days of registration, they
will be filled on-a first come, first served
basis.
SMALL BUSINESS CLINIC
(LA W 346, Sec. 13)
Students gain experience in business law
and client management by providing legal
advice and assistance to prospective. and
existing small businesses in the D.C.
Metropolitan area. Students interview
clients, draft partnership agreements and
profit and non-profit incorporation papers,
help clients comply with local licensing
and zoning requirements, review and draft
commercial leases and contracts, and
handle a variety of less common legal
problems that small businesses confront.
Students may take the clinic for two to four
credits. Five hours a week is required for
each credit hour earned, and a two-hour
weekly seminar is part of the clinic.
Successful completion of corporations and
tax is required for admission to the Clinic.
Third year students will be given
preference, although some spaces may be
available for second year students. The
clinic is limited to ten students per
semester. Third year students. should
submit applications to the Clinic office by
February 25, 1983; second year students'
applications are due by March 16, 1983.
OUTSIDE PLACEMENT
, (LAW346,Sec.14)
Students can register for placement with
marly District and Federal governmental
agencies and public interest organizations.
A wide variety of suggested placements
already available are compiled in the
Community .Legal Clinics office.
Additionally, students can arrange in-
dependent projects with other
organizations. All i'rojects must receive
prior approval of the Director of Clinical
Programs or his staff.
Students can receive one to four credits
per semester. Each credit reflects an
average of five hours of legal work each
week, .or approximately sixty hours of
work per credit over the semester.
Grading for all outside placements is
credit-no credit; however, no credit will be
awarded until the student's placement
supervisor verifies that he or she has
satisfactorily performed the work and
fulfilled the number of work hours agreed
upon. Students cannot receive academic
'credit for outside placement if they are
receiving pay for their work. No prior
application is required, but studentsmust
fill out a registration form in the Clinic
office on the day of pre-registration.
LA WAND THE
DEAF CLINIC (LA W398)
The Law and the Deaf Clinic provides
individual legal counseling for deaf clients
on the campus of Gallaudet College in
Washington, D.C. Students will become'
involved in general legal services to, the
deaf, as well as some disability law
counseling. and advocacy. '
The clinic is open Tuesday and Friday
afternoons; students should plan to par-
ticipate one afternoon per week. Students
are also expected to attend a 9O-minute
weekly seminar on substantive law. Sign
language skills are not mandatory, as a
sign language interpreter will be present
during client counseling sessions.
Second and third year students in-
terested in receiving credit should sign up
for the clinic at pre-registration this
spring. Clinic director, Larry Goldberg,
requests students registering for the clinic
to notify him, as soon after pre-
registration as' possible, at the National
Center for the Law and the Deaf at 651-
5454.
CONSUMER H-E-L-P
CLINIC (Law 459)
The Consumer H-E-L-P Clinic is the
community ombudsman service which
handles consumer complaints primarily in
the. Washington Metropolitan area. The
Clinic works with the local and national
news media to aid in the resolution of
consumer problems as well as educate the
public in methods of consumer self help.
Consumer H-E-L-P acts as a neutral
intermediary to assist consumers and
businesses in negotiating fair and
reasonable settlements of their disputes.
Complaints are made in writing or over
the telephone hotline (775-8562) by con-
sumers who usually have neither the skills
nor financial ability to advocate ef-
fectively for themselves. In the past
Consumer H-E-L-P has been affiliated
with Contact 4 (WRC), Metromedia
ChannelS and, most recently, Consumer 9
(WDVM). During such time the clinic has
exposed major consumers stories some of
which have been the subject of TV's
coveted -Emmy Awards.
The Clinic is manned by second" and
third year law students taking the Clinic
for credit-no credit as well as first year
law and undergraduate students who serve
as volunteer interns. The Clinic holds
weekly seminars in which all students are
trained in negotiation and mediation
techniques of consumer law in addition to
being taught important highlights of the
pertinent consumer protection statutes.
The Clinic can be taken for two or three
credits. Four hours a week is required fOJ;
each credit hour earned. The one-hour
weekly seminars must also be attended.
Volunteers must give a minimum six hour,
per week commitment.
Interested students should contact the
supervising attorney for the Clinic, Ralph
Thomas, 676-4879.
CONSUMlf,R H-E-L·P
Bankruptcy Clinic
(LAW 459)
Many indigent, lower-middle income
and elderly residents of the District of
Columbia need financial counseling as
well as legal advice involving bankruptcy
and other credit-related matters .
Realizing this need, the Consumer
Protection Center in conjunction with the
District of Columbia Bar Association
established the Consumer H-E-L-P
BankruptcY Clinic in 1978. Under the
supervision of the Clinic's director, Ms. •
Christy Fisher, students deal with a wide
range of client problems and provide a
variety of legal and counseling services,
including preparation ,of consumer
bankruptcy petitions and Chapter 13Wage
Earner's Plan, debt reduction and con-
solidation, and informal financial plan-
ning. Provisions are now being made for
students to handle all aspects of their
client's problems, including represen-
tation befere the U.S. Trustee and in the
bankruptcy courts. Students interested in
participating should call 676-4971 for
further information.
CIVIL LITIGATION
CLINIC (LA W 579)
The Civil Litigation Clinic is the National
Law Center's in-house program providing
representation of low-income clients in the
D.C. Court system. The program is open
only to third year law students who must
commit their participation for both fall
and spring semesters. A minimum of
twenty hours per week must be devoted to
the course, for which four graded credits
will be received each term. Those who are
unable to devote the required. time to the
litigation clinic during the academic year
may wish to consider participation during
the summer sessions. Students become
court-certified and are permitted to
counsel clients, draft pleadings, prepare
cases for trial, conduct examinations of
witnesses and argue cases under the close
supervision of the clinic's attorneys. Most
cases handled arise in the Small Claims,
Landlord and Tenant, Family, and Civil
Divisions of D.C. Superior Court, although
there are limited opportunities available
to argue cases in the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals and in the United States
Court for the District of Columbia. A
weekly two-hour seminar on substantive
law and trial advocacy is also a
requirement of the course. Prospective'
third year students who apply for the clinic
will be interviewed, and a list of those
selected to participate will be posted prior
to pre-registration. Applications must be
submitted by February 25, 1983, to the
Clinic office.
SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in
Alexandria
Dublin
Guadalajara
london
Oxford
Paris
Russia-Poland
San Diego
For information:
For(>ign law Programs
Univ. of San Di(>go School of law
Alcala Park, San Diego CA 92110
-v.,
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Stock Options -
Legalized (7~~bling
The recent article by David Braus en-
titled' 'Striking it Rich in the Stock Options
Market" was both informative and
amusing. However, it Seems that is was
published under the wrong heading. The
article was published in the column
marked "Business for Lawyers." Surely
you must have intended to publish it under
a heading of "Recreation for Lawyers." !
Anyone who would consider playing the
• options market, buying naked options as
Mr. Braus describes, must be in it for the
excitement and not for the profit, since the
chances of consistently obtaining the latter
in such a way are nil. To buy a naked
option is to buy an option for a stock when
you do not have a postion in the underlying
stock. Most of the volume in the options
market is not attributable to naked option
sales. On the contrary, most sophisticated
investors buy an option in order to hedge
against disaster in the underlying stock.
Consider the following example. You own
10,000 shares of XYZ Corp. which are
currently trading at $5O'per share. (You
are obviously a successful senior partner
at"a prestigious Washington law firm by
now.) You are hoping that the stock will
climb to $60 in the near future, at which
time you hope to-sell and take your profit.
However, ,}!.Guare deathly afraid that the
stock ~fit go down.. and since you are
planning to use the proceeds of the sale of
the stock to finance your daughter's tuition
at The National Law Center, you know that
you will need to realize at least $500,000on
the sale in order to pay her fees. What you
doin this situation is buy a put option for
10,000shares with a striking price of $50,
and an expiration date of 'September,
(when the tuition is due).This option will
probably cost you under a dollar per share
and it will guarantee that you can sell your
shares for at least $50 each at any time
between now and September. At this point
you have effectively limited your down
side loss to the price of the option. If the
stock is seIling below $50 in September,
you can simply exercise your option and
you'll have the money for the tuition. If the
stock is seIling above $50 in September
your option is worthless but at least you
will make money on the sale of the stock.
What does all of this mean to tile person
who is considering playing the options
_ market naked? It means that most of the
people playing along with you and against
yQliare playing for a different reason and
therefore the market price for an option
will not reflect tire value of the option to
you. Instead the price will reflect the value
of the option to a sophisticated investor.
The take-home lesson is that if you are
looking for advice on "Business for
Lawyers" find out who is playing the game
and why, and then play along the same
way they do. If you're looking for a way to
burn up some cash, and recreational
gambling is for you, play the options
market naked, or go to Las Vegas, at least
there they give you free drinks, even when
you're losing.
Chris Blank
Quit Studying-
Give Blood!
People use law school as' an excuse to
drop out of life. "I can't. ..I've got so much/
reading to do" is a common expression.
But, how many _people can actually say
that they spend every waking hour reading
law? People have 'down time', a time'
. when studying is justa waste. You'll read
the same sentence 10 times and it still
doesn't register. It's at this point that a
change of pace is in order. Why not use
some of this 'down time'hclvlng your
fellow man? The Red ~ross is a good way
to help.
Did you know that over 90 percent of all
the blood for the Washington metropolitan
area is supplied by the American Red
Cross? In addition, the Washington Region
provides the blood and blood product needs
to patients in more than 60 hospitals in
Virginia, Maryland and West Virginia. If
you've ever had a friend or relative who
needed a blood transfusion, you know how
important it is for that blood to be
available. Red Cross is there to help us if
ever we are in need of blood and we should
be there to help them. Red Cross is a non-
profit organization and, as such, depends
. heavily on volunteers. People are needed
to register donors, label blood packs,
escort donors to donor beds, and numerous
other administrative tasks.
Volunteering for the Red Cross is a
generous gift to humanity. The
satisfaction of being able to help is a
reward with few equals. Isn't part of the
reason for being a lawyer the fact that you
will be in a position to help others? The-
Red Cross is a good way to start. Call
Marilou Bova or Iris today at 857-3767.
-'.fbeWashington Regional Center is just 4
blocks away.
Rajia Khalil Blank
The Advocate welcomes letters to the
editor. Please submit letters typed and
double-spaced, and signed by the writer.
The Advocate reserves the tight to edit all
letters for grammatical content and to fit
space constraints.'
BALSA Celebrates
Black History
In celebration of Black History month
the George Washington University chapter
of the Black American Law Students'
Association <BLASA) will be featuring
guest speakers, a nightclub act and a
Black History collage posted on the
BALSA bulletin board, 3rd floor Stockton
Hall.
Events include:
Sunday, February 13- "A St. Valen-
tine's Day celebration with Julia &
Company" - Nightclub singer and
musicians will perform blues, top 40'S,
jazz, show tunes, original compositions
and gospel music. Admission is $3.50
(includes refreshments and non-alcoholic
beverages) Market Square (Ist Floor of
Marvin Center at 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 23 - Gerald Lee
- A criminal law attorney. Noah Seminar
Room, Jacobs BUrns Law -Library (4th
Floor) at 12 noon .
All are. encouraged to attend. Any
questions, please call BALSA's office:676-
7150.
D.C. Group Formed
To Aid Handicapped
The seven accredited law schools within
the District of Columbia have formed a
Consortium to promote better op-
portunities for handicapped students to
obtain interviews with firms in which they
seek employment. At a meeting in the-
Executive Office Building on November
16,1982,the Deans and Placement Officers
of the seven accredited Washington law
schools agreed to participate in the Con-
sortium and approved the. plan for its
see Consortium, p. 7
-EizenstatComm.ents On Carter, Reagan, Mid-East
by Alan Slobodin
At a time when the politics of the
Middle-East are in a "tremendous state of
flux" Israel is without a strong advocate
within the Reagan Administration, ac-
cording to Stuart Eizenstat, former chief
domestic advisor to Jimmy Carter.
Speaking before a luncheon gathering
sponsored by the Jewish Law Students
-Association, Eizenstat discussed the
significance of Israel's invasion into
Lebanon as well as the impact on
American-Israeli relations of George
Schulz replacing Alexander Haig as
Secretary of State last July. -
Eizenstat, currently practicing law in
Washington, commented that the tran-
.sitlonal nature of U.S.-Israeli relations is
indicated by Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin's suggestions that
President Reagan is a threat to him after
having initially hailed Reagan as a friend
of Israel. Meanwhile, Eizenstat noted,
after "eighteen months of seeming
disinterest," the Reagan Administration
has assumed an activist role and proposed
a Middle 'East peace plan that "tries to
pre-determine West Bank negotiations."
Eizenstat asserted that in Haig Israel
"lost the most favorable U.S. Secretary of
State it has ever had." He offered that
Haig had broken away from a State
Department tradition of even-handedness
toward Israel. This arose, said Eizenstat
from Haig's view of Israel as a "vital part
of a strategic alliance against Russia," a
view which made the issue of a Palestinian
homeland a secondary priority.
Sehulz.. said Eizenstat, is a man of
"extraordinary ability and integrity"
whose perception of a Middle East solution
is "more in keeping with the Carter
Administration and State -Department
tradition." According to this perspective,
Eizenstat explained, the easing of tensions
in the Middle East and separating that
issue from t~e U.S.~Soviet agenda
depends on a guarantee of Palestinian
rights.
Eizenstat speculated that with Haig
gone, the Reagan Administration is
without-a high-level proponent of Israel
.and this will greatly curtail the internal
- policy-making battles which marked the
two years of the Reagan policy.
Additionally, proposed Eizenstat, a sense
that Israel's activities in Lebanon have
embittered Arab nations against the U.S.
has suggested the need for "dramatic
action" by the Administration.
While he does not foresee the U.S.
pressuring Israel through-aid cuts.
Eizenstat maintained that Begin's
rejection of the Reagan peace initiative
pas "undercut Israel's traditional sup-
porters." Though acknowledging that a re-
evaluation of U.S. oollcv toward Israel is
"perhaps long overdue" Eizenstat warned
that Reagan and Schulz may have "in-
vested too much" in presenting a' highly
conclusive settlement initiative.
The former pr~ideritial advis~r
admitted it had sometimes, though not
. often, been difficult to maintain his own
Jewish identity while serving as a political
official. He discalimed having viewed
himself as a "liaison of the Jewish com-
munity" but said it is important to decide
that "one's religious and political iden-
tification are not inconsistent" and he felt
respected for upholding his beliefs. He
further suggested that the American
Jewish 'community may spend too much
time worrying about Anti-Semitism and
should "spend more time on our own
identity and cohesion."
In concluding remarks concerning the
Carter presidency Eizenstat implied that
the administration had been somewhat
beset by a post-Vietnam reluctance to even
consider the use of force as a foreign policy
tool. Though agreeing that there was in
Washington a "lingering negative feeling"
toward the Carter years, Eizenstat
forecasted that time will erode such
sentiment. He summarized the lesson of
the 1980 election 'for Democrats as being
I
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"if we don't hang together we will hang
separa tely."
Eizenstat observed that divergent
public opinion in Israel with respect to
Begin's policies parallels conflicting views
among American Jews. He suggested that
many American Jews are uncomfortable
with Begin's "revisionist" doctrine which
rejects the 1949United Nations partition of
Israel and calls for Israeli control of the
West Bank based on Biblical canons.
Having expressed his concern that
"Jewish unity is at risk in this country,"
Eizenstat conjectured that Jewish
see E izenstat, p. 8
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Long Hours Worth It For Public Interest Attorney
by Brian O'Donnell
What induces a $32,000 per year
government attorney to become a $13,000
lawyer-lobbyist for a public interest
group? Jay Arnoff of Congress Watch says
it was the chance to "be my own boss, do
what I want, and see ,results" that
prompted his decision to leave the Federal
Trade Commission two years ago and
assume his current post.
Explaining that the "freedom and level
of responsibility is unbelievable in his
present position, Arnoff is unequivocal in
proclaiming the benefits of public interest
work despite the low salaries associated
with it.
Arnoff is one .of six staff attorneys
operating out of Congress Watch's very
modest Capitol Hill office. The parent
organization of Congress Watch is Public
Citizen, organized in 1971by Ralph Nader.
Though Nader retains no formal ties with
Congress Watch, Arnoff says the
organization still reflects many of the
consumer advocate's economic and
political concerns.
Arnoff characterizes the function of.
Congress Watch as "lobbying on behalf of
average people." Congress Watch does not
attempt to influence' legislation on
"emotional issues - abortion, school
prayer, ERA, etc.," but rather confines its
efforts to economic matters. Congress
Watch gets involved, Arnoff says, "when
special interests want breaks from the law
that will hurt most people." He offered as
an example the organization's opposition
to efforts by doctors and other select
professionals to receive exemptions from
anti-trust laws. He added that the focus on
economic issues is broad enough to include
environmental and health and safety
matters and "anything which treats one
group differently from another."
Congress Watch attempts to influence
Congressional votes through direct contact
with representatives and their staffs.'
Arnoff explains tha t this may require him
to "harass" a Congressman when he is \ .
coming off the House floor, write a
newspaper article about a particular
issue, conduct a study, or issue a press
release which correlates a legislator's
voting record' with the campaign con-
tributions he received. Arnoff adds that
since Congress Watch itself has no con-
stitutency per se, its leverage with
members of Congress often lies in contacts
with journalists in a representative's
district who can be called upon to make
constituents aware of how a particular
vote.•effects them. "This may be our only
sword," remarked Arnoff. "The
Congressman knows he can't keep his vote
a secret back home."
Arnoff indicated that more than most
public interest groups, Congress Watch
does actively recruit at law schools, in-
cluding the country's moot prestigious.
Arnoff dispells any notion that students
Career Development Takes Survey
Within the past month all students who
have completed their first year at the Law
Center, should have received a, com-
munication from the Office of Career
Development soliciting participation in
several surveys. These surveys are
designed to obtain data on the' basis of
which career forums will be planned.
Simply said; the Office of Career
Development needs to know your areas of
interest and specific questions you might
have so that programs can be planned.
which are responsive to your needs. A
second aspect of the survey will be to seek
your reactions to your part-time jobs, your
internships, & cIerkships - whether
volunteer or paid - and your summer
employment. Career Development is
trying to build information files on part-
time jobs, clerkships, internships and
summer jobs so that students can get a
better appreciation not only of the value
other students have attached to these
'various positions but also of working
conditions and other factors surrounding
the position. "
Your help is needed to make these ef-
forts successful. Take the time to fill out
the survey forms and return them to the
Career Development Office. You can drop
the completed survey forms off at the
Career Development Office - Suite 106,
Stuart Hall, 2013G Street, N.W. - or in the
Career Development box in the
Administrative Office, Room 102D,
Stockton Hall.
should approach Congress Watch dif·
ferently than an interview with a law firm.
For example, he expects candidates to
dress the same - "not a stitch of polyester
or wash and wear clothing." He said this is
necessary since the Congressmen the
organization attempts to influence are
accustomed to dealing with persons
projecting a fairly conservative image.
Though Law Review membership and
top grades favorably impress Congress
Watch recruiters, Arnoff adds that they
are "not the sine qua non they are for
firms" and may be outweighed by ex-
perience with and commitment to public
interest causes. What eventually attracts
individuals to Congress Watch and unites
them is a "realization that what really
count are economic issues." Staffers
represent a wider spectrum of opinion on
social issues than could be' absorbed by
organizations whose policy concerns
require organizational solidarity on non-
economic matters, he says. Along with its
economic independence this gives
Congress Watch the freedom, asserts
Arnoff, of being "the only group that has
the luxury of taking a position with the
only consideration being right."
Arnoff observed that the workload of' a
Congress Watch attorney equals that of
one working for a law firm although it is .
more seasonal. When Congress is in
session, for instance, Arnoff says he ex-
pects to work long hours and all weekend
whereas, when Congressmen return home,
he may put in 45-50 hours per week. Does
this help to compensate for the pay cut
incurred in taking the Congress Watch
job? Arnoff unwaveringly maintains that
"though we pay less than anyone else the
trade-off is worth it."
From his dealings with Congressmen,
Arnoff concludes that "most people will
hear you out" and quickly indicate
whether they are responsive to an
organization's recommendations. He says
that Congressmen listen either because
they know a given stance is right ("there
are fewer who do this every year") or
because they know it will enhance
see Congress Watch, p. 8
NLC Institutes Program
In London This Summer
The 1983George Washington University-
National Law Center first Summer
Program in London will focus on private
international and comparative law. Two
courses will be offered: Legal Aspects of
International Business Transactions and
European Economic Community Law.
The summer. program in London will
, consist of one four-week term, July 11 to
Aug. 5. Examinations will be held on Aug.
8 and 9.
To promote strong student-faculty
relations, enrollment is limited to 20
students.
Classes wil be conducted at the Institute
of Advanced Legal Studies in London
(lALSL Housing accommodations are
available at Commonwealth Hall of. the
University of London which is within
walking distance of IALS.
Students will be immersed in the legal
and business life of London and will visit
Parliament,oneof the Inns of the Court,
and Royal Courts of Justice. Students will
also meet with practicing attorneys who
specialize in international business and
financial law and executives of
multinational' corporations and in-
ternational banks. _
The deadline for applications is March
11,1983.Applications will be processed and
qualified applicants accepted' in order of
receipt of deposits. The summer program
in London is open to any student at an
American Bar Association approved law
school who will have completed on year of
academic work prior to July 1, 1983.
Graduates of approved law schools may
also enroll.
For further information write or call
. Professor Lewis D. Solomon, director of
, Summer Program in London,
George Washington University, National
Law Center, 720 20th si., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20052.
Recently, I spoke to a group of
evening students in the Faculty Speakers
Series on media law. I won'treprint the
whole thing here. But some of the changes
in media law or communication law are
occurring in other fields as well and have
significance for lawyers, particularly new
lawyers. The term "communications law"
is coming to be understood as covering
many matters besides the traditional
staples of broadcast law. A division is
being recognized between "broadcast,
law", conventional broadcast practice -
licensing, equal time, fairness doctrine
issues, diversification of ownership issues,
. etc. - and what is now being called
"telecommunications law." Telecom-
. rnunications law embraces matters such
as international satellite communications
problems, as well as domestic common
carrier issues. The issues presented are
complex and fascinating. Future shock
needs a legal system and Buck Rogers
needs a lawyer.
Some complex questions are presented.
Should common carrier giants like AT&T
be allowed to originate information as well
as distribute information? The age of the
electronic yellow pages is here. Soon you
will be able to dial MOVIE on your
telephone and on the screen next to your
telephone will emerge the names of all the
movies playing in your community and the
movie houses where they are playing. This
is grim news for the classified advertising
sectioris of daily newspapers, but it is
exciting news for the public. The elec-
tronic age is now able to bring accurate
information to the home .. '
Akindred development is teletext. In the
November 5th issue of" Broadcast
magazine, Jerry Levin, group vice
president in charge of video, discusses the
way in which cable systems will be using
teletext: .
And over a period of time, we'll be
bringing the service up to its full ,
capacity, which is not simply 5,000
electronic screens or pages but,
significantly, telesoftware that will
enable the consumer, using a very
simple key pad, to interact and -. ~
manipulate a lot of the information
that's coming downstream. Plus,
we'll be sending sound: synthesized
speech, music and effects for
games. It's hard to use words or
word forms for this because in
teletext, the consumer is not going to
read off of a screen. This is a new
format. It's not television, it's not
radio, it's something quite different,
and we need to understand it and
position it.
... the service we're talking about is
totally interactive, utilizing the
broad downstream capabilities' of
the cable system. And downloading
enough information so that the
consumer is pulling bits and pieces
out on demand, 'and can engage in
things like portfolio management, or
electronically drawing figures on
the screen, or playing games - and
. that's an interactive function. It's
just a question of using this down-
stream capacity.
With developments like teletext, in-
dividuals are going to be able to develop
their own software on cable. The challenge
for lawyers is that we are, at the moment,
in a very primitive state with respect to
having any satisfactory theory of how such
technological advances should be
regulated. For example, Is teletext more
like the print media or is it more like the
electronic media? Put another way, do we
use the First Amendment model we have
used for the print media for teletext or do
we use the First Amendment model we
have traditionally used for the electronic
media?
,One of the moot significant new
communications developments is the rise
of cable television. Cable systems are
adding lawyers to their staffs as their
multi-channel software capability
becomes increasingly more sophisticated
and well developed. Similarly, with the
development of information origination
possibilities for common carriers,
telephone companies are adding lawyers
to their staffs. It is obvious that the new
see Dean's Corner, p. 8 .
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SBA Candidates Express Their Views
President
Like most candidates, Iwant to tell you
what I've done in the past and what I am
, planning to do in the future. Unlike most
candidates, I,want to tell you what I'm
doing for you now.
As a representative for my section
(section 12- ~e comedy team of Banzhaf,
Pock and Robinson), I accomplished a lot.
.Ihelped with the Placement campaign, I
was co-chairman of the social committee;
and I was responsible for the Academic
Evaluations. .By working with my
classmates, a few other reps., the
professors, and Dean Barron, I managed
to get almost 100 classes evaluated.
As for Placement, .we have won the
battle, but the war against unemployment
still confronts us. Simply bringing in more
firms won't help. We need more variety in
the form of smaller firms, different
locations, and public interest law. I have
been speaking with Dean Jenkins, and he '
seems quite amenable to.our ideas. The
SBA, and its president, will have to ensure
that our ideas are put into action.
. Another problem NLCstudents face, and
have been facing for years, is missing
scheduled exams either because of
emergencies' or because of foreseeable
(but unavoidable) problems with the
schedule. Either way, there is no recourse
but to take a Pass-Fail exam or wait an
entire year to take an exam for a grade. In
the past few weeks, my classmates and I
have been exploring better systems for
making up missed exams. We have been
c~ntacting other schools, and together
WIth the Legal Association of Women
(LAW), I am writing a proposal to submit
to the faculty. LAW has forged the way for
the campaign with the pregnancy issue-
but the issue is much broader now. W~
hope to effect a change by May. '
I don't know if anybody has noticed, but
there's a lot of construction going on at the
NLC. The inconveniences are bad enough.
Even worse, our tuition is paying for it. By
September as much as $500 per student
may be contributed to George Hyman.
Students have been half-heartedly fighting
_tuition increases for years; now we have a
reason to fight. Friends have suggested
audits, boycotts, law suits, etc. Frankly I
don't know what the best answer is buh
do believe that if we all work together we
could fight the tuition increase.
In the 'meantime, Dean' Barron
desperately needs help in accommodating
the students. Students are hiking across
campus, unsure of where their next class
~l meet, classes are being interrupted by
jrate undergraduate professors, library
conditions are becoming intolerable, and
~e Gelman library will be closed during
fmals. The SBAmust take an active role in
solving these problems first. e : '
Next to the problems caused by con-
struetion, most others may seem minute'
by comparison. Still, we need help for the
Advocate, we need more lockers, we need
better vending machines, and we need
more efficient copy machines. (We can't
worry about the copy machines, in the
basement, though, because soon we'll no
longer have a basement).
This month has been hectic at the SBA
I've been seIling used books, solving locke~
problems, and formulating our new
"alternate exam" proposal. It's a lot of
work, and lots of hours, but I'm enjoyingit.
I'm working for you now, and with your
vote. on Thursday, February 10, I can
continue working for you. Thank you.
Howard Gross
Allison David
During the next two years, one of the
paramount concerns on a student's mind
should be the construction of our new law
school. Despite Increased tuition "we are
faced with noise and a variety, of in-
conveniences. Although we all agree the
school will be great in three years, it must
meet the needs of those attending the
school NOW! Some suggestions are
limit~ const~ction during the reading
and final periods, proper notice of each
weeks' construction operations and
classrooms which are equipped with'tables
rather than tiny chairs when we must
leave Stockton to attend our lectures in
another building. .
Another concern should be· the
Placement Office. Although the Office has
made improvements with the addition of a
new Dean, we cannot just sit back and wait
for changes to occur. I would like to
organize a special committee consisting of "
students which would work side-by-side
with the Office. It is only through close
interaction between the students and the
Dean that the office can properly assess
our needs. More smalI and medium sized
firms must be invited to the Law Center
and there should be equal treatment of ali
students in the interviewing process; ~,
I would also like to promote fair treat-
ment for women and minorities. At the
date of this writing, pregnant women who
deliver their babies during the week of
finals must either take their final exam for
credit only, with no grade, or take their
exam the following year. Because of this
unique situation, female students should
not be subjected to such unreasonable and
limited choices.
I would also like to promote a more
active participation of students on the
Faculty Hiring Committee so that they can
. assist in the selection of more female and
minority professors.
, As you read the Advocate today, I am
sad to report that this could be the last
issue. The Advocate needs more staff to
keep the paper in print. A law school must
have an effective newspaper and I would
like to work on "saving the Advocate." I
" encourage students to get interested and
involved - a good start would be to attend
the meeting on February 15.
As a student I want to take the initiative
in achieving these g~als, and that is why I
am running for President, I intend to work
hard to reach our objectives. Please feel
free to approach me at any time with your
suggestions for improvements.
Alllson-s- "My Aim is True."
Vic~·President
James
Andrew,
Jackson
In addition to my general resolve to
foster better communication between the
administration and the students in areas
affecting education, quality of life and
future career opportunities, the following
are some specific proposals for action I
will undertake as vice-president of the
SBA:
PLACEMENT: With the hiring of a new
Assistan~ l?ean for Career Development,
the Admtnistration has taken a welcome
positive step towards ensuring that the law
student of today need not become the field
laborer of tomorrow. Further im-
provements of the Placement Office have
already been proposed, including the
~pansion of its facilities, a broadening of
Its resource base and the acquisition of
advanced technology, such as additional
word processors, already enjoyed by other
sectors of the law center. As vice-
president, Iwill work toward the fruition
, of these proposals and others in an effort to
give our law graduates the best possible
chance of pursuing their respective career
goals. ' , '
EXAMINATION POLICY: In an effort
to avoid inequities of the sort encountered
by one female law student during' last
semester's exam period, the SBA is
currently examining the policies of other
American law schools in regard to excusal
from examination. The Administration
while justifiably wishing to maintain strict
control over the quality of its graduates,
must take greater cognizance of individual
'requirements. I propose that the law
center adopt an honor system in regard to
students who can show good cause for
excusal, allowing them to sit for the exam
immediately before or after the scheduled
time, if desired, rather than waiting the
currently required one year.
- BUILDING PROGRAM: While we will
"all certainly be very proud of the new '
edifice as returning alumni, the em:rent
classes have the unenviable distinction of '
having to cope with the resultant noise '
filth and inconvenience for the remainde;
of their law school careers. In an attempt
to mitigate this situation, I propose that
there be a standardization of classroom
assignments and timely posting of same
thereby eliminating the current un:"
certainty and futile wandering amidst the
terra incognita of historic Foggy Bottom.
ACADEMIC PROGRAM: Propose that
there be an expansion of the current
semi~r and clinical programs thereby
ensuring the availability of informed in-
structors in those areas of the law inciting
greatest student interest. A greater use of
visiting professors and professionals could
bring a broader variety of background and
approach to contemporary legal issues.
- James Andrew Jackson
Tony Targan
My name is Tony Targan, candidate for
SBA Vice President, day division. I hope to
be able to work with Howard Gross SBA _
Presidenti~l candidate, to represent your
concerns directly to the administration. I
have .served as section fifteen's
representative since last fall. My ex-
perience in student government dates
back to high school positions held as
President and Treasurer of Student
Council.
As SBA representative last semester I
helped to' generate and organize ~y
section's vocal concern over the'
placement issue. The strong student
showing in that area can be repeated on a
larger scale in such issues as construction
changing the examination policies, and
SBA Rep
Charles GiacopelU
Thursday, February 10, the Student Bar
Associ~tion will be holding elections. My
name IS Charles Giacopelli and I'm run-
ni~g for first-year At-large Represen-
tative. After spending the past six months
getting us~ to life at G.W.Law, I'm ready -
~oplunge 10 and, with your support, help
Improve our school. I have several ideas
which I would like you to review and offer
any advice or criticism you may have.
Many second-year students would like to
gain exposure to diverse areas of the law
but are unable to do so because of time and
scheduling considerations. The institution
of one-half semesterIntroductory courses,
would help alleviate this problem. Second-'
year students would be permitted to take
two-mini-courses in place of one full
semester course. Courses could-be offered
~nareas such as environmental and public
interest law -, two subjects many of
today's job-oriented students don't find
time for.
~ " After only one semester in law school, it
, becomes apparent that legal education
causes academic myopia: The more we
learn about law the more we view the
world through "legal eyes." To maintain
(or gain) a perspective of reality second
and third year students should be'allowed
to take one graduate level social science or
humanities course for credit. This would
enhance, the future lawyer's un-
derstanding of people, and, upon exit from
law school, make him or her a more
complete person.
~t~dents should not be penalized for
rmssmg exams due to serious medical
situations or emergencies. A committee
composed of students and professors
should be set up to examine other school's
methods of dealing with this problem. Any
system chosen must be fair to the student
who missed the exam, the rest of the
student body, and the professor who must
develop the make-up test.
Finally, it would be worthwhile for the
SBA to expand its charitable and com-
munity-oriented activities. The institution
of . blood and food drives are two
possibilities. Another is an eighteen hour
dance marathon - participants would lose
only one day of 'valuable' study-time have
a good time and earn money for a ~orthy
cause. '
.I.f elected, I, can only promise effort,
dlhgenc.e, and responsibility. It is my hope
t~at I will have the opportunity of working
WIth and for you in making the National
Law Center a better place to go to school.
Thank You,
Charles Giacopelli
see Candidates, p. 7
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Sarah Weddington To Address WBACandidates, cont. On Tuesday,F~bruary 15, 1983, Sarah
Weddington will address the Women's Bar
Association of the District of Columbia in a
program entitled '.'Abortion: Roe v. Wade
Ten Years Later." Ms. Weddington was
the plaintiff's advocate in the famous
Supreme Court abortion decision. _The
program will be preceded by registration
and cash bar at 6:30, dinner at 7:30 and
will beheld at the Ramada Renaissance,
1143 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., near
the Foggy Bottom and duPont Circle
Metros: The" price for the dinner and
program is $23.00.. .
For reservations, call the WBA office,
755-0420. '. . .
first year class. It is essential to strive at
this time towards maintaining a high level
of student participation and enthusiasm.
Too many people seem ·to feel that
everything is on hold until the new building
is completed. Well, that is not true. We are
here now. The National Law Center is r J(
, going to acquire new standing amorr; this
nation's leading law schools ..imply
because it has a new facility befitting a
major law school. The reputation of this
institution is based upon its students and
its faculty, not the building in which it is
housed. '
. It is up to us to make use of Jhe many
resources at our fingertips. We must strive
to attract' a continuing flow of prominent
speakers to broaden our horizons. Forums
on various branches of the law should be
encouraged. All students become involved
and concerned over the' caliber of the
teaching staff. Our reputation at the
National Law Center will improve as we
excel academically. That means we all
have a vested interest in the hiringof new
professors. We need to work together so
that this institution can attract the most
highly regarded' academics and .prac-
titioners. It is our fine students andfaculty
that can truly put the National Law Center
inthe forefront. Our time is now. We can
achieve this goal even when sitting in the
middle of a construction site, and Iwish to'
be' a part of the achievement!
Diane deGuzman
Diane
de Guzman
"GW Paralegals OHerSpeaker's Bureaufrom p. 6
,Ifeel that Ican no longer sit back in the
hope that someone else will take-the
initiative. Nearly one half of the first year
law students are women. Therefore, it is
vitally important that their views be
represented before the Student -.Bar
Association. Mter my involvement in the
First Year Women's Support Group, Ifeel
there is a special need for all groups not
just women, to be represented in our
student government. Each has special
needs and objectives which deserve equal
attention. , ,
I hope to take a lead in furthering the
causes of women at the National Law
Center. This means endeavoring to change
the current policy on exam taking for those
unable to be present during the scheduled
exam period, whether due to illness or
pregnancy. There is no reason why these
people should be punished by having to
take exams for Credit-No.Credit only or
wait for a year until the exam is given
again in order that they might receive a
grade. Such a policy is clearly not in
keeping with the times due to dramatic
increases in the number. of women, es-
pecially married women; who are now,
attending the law school. Must women be
forced to choose between obtaining a law
degree and .having a family, or is it
possible that a new and fair policy can be
devised? . ,
This is not to say that my only concern is
for the women at the National Law Center. I
I am especially concerned for my entire
discrlmina tion.
The seven-year-old certified program"
sponsored by GW's Institute of Law and
Aging, fifers legal education to persons 55-
years old and older to improve their lives
and-or substantially assist others in need
of legal assistance. The program is
designed to multiply sorely needed legal
services for older Americans, while it taps
their strengths and talents, Some
graduates are currently at work in paid or
vlunteer positions Others apply their skills
to enhance non-legal jobs and their own
lives.
For information, call Thelma, Price, at
676-4869 ..
George Washington University's Senior
Paralegal Training Program has initiated
a speakers bureau composed of graduates
of the program, the first of its kind in the
. country and unique in the Washington
metropolitan area.
"Our speakers bureau," said Program
Director Mary Westfall Rosen, "will be a
valuable asset to church, civic and other
community groups who must cope with the
many legal problems facing the, aging
population." Speakers will address such
issues as nursing homes, housing, con-.
sumer problems, social security,
medicare and medicaid, trusts and
estates, bankruptcy and age
Consortium, cont ..-
from p. 4
operation which is described below;
The handicapped students in each of the
schools are invited to deliver to their
respective placement officers a half-dozen
copies' of their resumes, together with a
list of:Washington employers (law firms,
government agencies, corporations and
other institutions) with which they would
like to seek employment. The Placement'
Officers will then transmit' those
documents (0 the Consortium office, which
is located on the Eleventh Floor, 1730
Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20006.
The coordinator of the Consortium,
Theodore' 'Voorhees; "former Dean of
Placement, Catholic University Law
Sehoolvwill then get in touch with a
member. of the District of Columbia Bar
committee which is being formed to
promote termination of discrimination
against handicapped law students. '
The White House is designating the
Consortium as a National Demonstration'
Program, which it. hopes to have
replicated all over the country. White
House support of tile program' should
prove very helpful to the handicapped
students in obtaining interviews. The
Placement advice given by the Bar
Association, committee member should
also prove valuable.
Please contact Assistant Dean Jenkins
or Ms. Hiner in the Office of Career
Development, Suite 106, Stuart Hall, for
further information.
~ ; .,-:.,<; ,
I' ,The Advocate welcomes articles
from student organizations.
Publicize your events, speakers and
activities. Check the notice in Stuart
lounge for upcoming deadlines or
contact the Advocate Office, 676-
,,·7325, "
All of the students except one from Georg'e Washington Law School who took
I • __ '
the Pieper New York Mul~istafe Bar Review for th~' July, 1982 bar
examination passed the bar exam! !
Isn't that what a bar review course is supposed to do for people c;oming
from schools outside the state of 'New York?
Register now lor the limited enrollment
~ieper New York Multistate Bar Review"
1517 Franklin Avenue
Mineola, New York 11501
(516) 747.431'1.~.Inaddition to the New York course
Peipe'r New York Mulfisfafe Bar Review
will also be given in the District of Columbia area
For info call ...522-6571
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Eizenstat,' cont. - f,.omp.4
Americans may "fear the rise of Anti-
Semitism if they strongly support Israel"
While citing evidence that the stereotypmg.
of Jews is on the decline in America,
Eizenstat observed that the number of
reported acts of Anti-Semitism has ac-
tually risen. A recent survey indicated that
many Americans perceived American
Jews as having an allegiance to Israel
equaI to or greater than their allegiance to
the U.S. Eizenstat remarked that Israel
.has "outgrown the image of a starving
child" and disagreements with the U.S.
may be productive as the two countries
enter a "new and more mature relation-
ship." .
Even in the wake of the Lebanon crisis
Eizenstat believes that ''we can be more
optimistic regarding the Middle East than
the headlines would indicate." He
projected that observers can ultimately
expect an Israeli governmmentwhich
"deals with the West Bank in a way more
akin ,to U.S. goals." He cautioned,
however, that American Jews should still
"be careful not- to be used by any ad-
ministration as a battering-ram against
Israel."
Eizenstat also claimed that among Arab
Theffs, ..cont. - fromp.l
carrying a typewriter sticking out of a
gym bag," sanchez said.
Although the campus security force has
been increased, the incidence of theft will
be certain to continue, noted Potts. "I
don't know of any security system - that
we could live with - that would do any
more than slow this down," he said. "The
biggest thing we can do is make students,
faculty, and staff aware."
One of the best protection methods is for
people to make note of any suspicious-
looking strangers and call the campus
security office, said Director of Security
Byron M. Matthai. People should also
report any petty thefts or attempts, he
added, This allows the security office to
determine trends or patterns of theft and
-often leads to an arrest.
Potts agreed that reporting is important.
Thieves often say they are looking for the
employment office when somebody offers
assistance, he added. But Potts noted that
this practice, although helpful, cannot be
completely effective. "Some of the biggest
problems we've had around here have
been by the best dressed people, people
who look like they belong," he said.
In addition, Matthai noted that thefts are
not always from outside the university.
"One of our biggest cases was an insider ,"
he said. "One person who was alert
/ '
nations "the reality' of Israel has sunk in
even with radical elements" and that the
time is growing closer for Arab
recognition of the legitimacy of the present
Israeli state. The end of the Lebanon siege
marks the end, of, the war phase and a
beginning of the peace phase, asserted
Eizenstat. He said-that ISrael's efforts in
Lebanon have demonstrated to the Arab
countries that outright military con-
frontation is "utterly futile." He added
. that the Lebanon situation probably took
Russian influence in the Middle East to the
lowest level in our lifetime as the Soviet
Union proved to be preoccupied with other
interests and that military equipment
given to the Arabs had proved derective..
"If an election were held today Begin
would be easily reelected" Eizenstat said.
But he charged there is an inherent
problem in Begin's current policies. He
contended tha t Israeli annexa tion of the
West Bank would require granting full
rights to the Arab occupants, causing
Israel to "lose its status as a Jewish
state." Yet failure to recognize the Arabs'
rights would leave Israel "viewed all
belying its democratic principles."
reported something which led to the
solution." The -case involved about forty
incidents, he said.
To protect bicycles, the security office
purchases high security' bicycle locks
wholesale which the office sells to students
, at cost, Matthai said. The price is about
ten to fifteen dollars less than the store
prices. The security office also has its own
bicycle registration program. .
Office security would be enhanced '
significantly if people would lock office,.
doors, even when they leave for a few
minutes during the day, said Joel D.
Harwell, security liaison officer. "They
don't have to break in anymore," he
stated. HarweIl noted that lunch hour is
the main time for thefts from offices.
Harwell also suggested that people in the
offices should take wallets, pocketbooks,
- and other such items with them when they
leave or that office workers should lock
valuables in a desk or file cabinet.
Check and credit card fraud are also on
the rise, Harwell stated. This is another
reason for prompt reporting of thefts.
The law library is a key area for future
thefts, Potts said. In addition to the more
obvious items of commercial value,
overcoats are prime targets, he added.
Overcoats can also be stolen when they are
left in classrooms, even for a short period
of time, Potts said.
YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
Junlor.y_r programs, Postgraduate diplomas. One-y_ Master's
degr_s and Re_rch opportunities Inthe soclahclenc .. are offerecl
at the LondonSchoolof Economicsand Political Sclenc••.
The wide rO'lge'of subjects includes:' "
Accounting:& Fin"nc!!, Actuoriol Science. AnthrOpQlogy. Business Studies, '
Economics. ,Econometrics, Economic History. Europeon Studies, Geography,
"Go~ernment;' Industrial Relotions, Internotionol History.' Internationol •
Relotions,-Low. Manogement Science, Operetionol Research; Philosophy.'-
PlonningStud,es, " Populotion Studies. Politics. Sea-Use Policy. Social
Administration, SOciol W>rk, Sociology. Sociol Psychology, Statisticol ond
Mothemoticol Sciences. Systems Anolysis. II
App,ticohon blanks frOUl.
.dmJuIon •• ,,'tt,.,·. L.S.f••Ho ...... on S'r_', LondonWO.f........' I '
....... ,t.t ..... t... , lunlor y.. , tH post.......... ~
. .
{'. cc..,.ro,,-~LS E London School of Economics and Political Science
Dean's Corner, cont.
telecommunications field creates new
opportunities for lawyers. But the very
dynamism of the field imposes special
responsibilities upon the communications
lawyer. The communications lawyer must
interpret the law to his client. But he or she
must also', interpret the new com-
munications technology to the client.
Although in this column I am talking
about a field of law which is a specialty -
communications law - I think it is very
important that we recognize that there is
something 'specious and transient about
these legal specialities with which we
become-enamoured. Presently, these new
media - cellular radio, low power
television, teletext on cable, international
satellite communications - are being
regulated by analogy and sheer need
rather than by law and policy fashioned for
them alone. The challenge for the com-
munications lawyer of the future will be to
devise social controls specifically ad-
dressed to the needs of these new media.
Too intense an attachment to any body of
law, any complex system of regulation,
policy statement, and case law, in the end
proves unwise. For proof of this, many
lawyers here in Washington can offer
better testimony about their now obsolete
expertise with respect to route work at the
CAB, energy practice before federal
agencies, or even renewal work at the
FCC.
What then endures? What endures are
the stock in trade of a lawyer's life - skill
in words. On this theme, I was struck by a
quote from a speech I read recently by the
late Grant Gilmore, author of A Death
Contract and The Ages of American Law. I
share it with you.
"What we do (the law schools> teach
is principally reading and
Congress. Walch, cont.-
from p. 5
reelection. To be an effecting lobbyist,
according to Arnoff, one should know more
than the guy you're talking to and a legal
background can often make this possible.
He generally finds that the good
Congressmen will know something about
the issue whereas the bad ones will be "in
a fog." Though.acknowledging the
essential role of litigation in advancing
political causes, Arnoff stresses the
necessity of Congressional support since
the _ legislature can effectively nullify
judicial victories. He concedes that in
terms of achieving goals as a lobbyist "you
lose a lot but not all the time and that's
enough to make it worthwhile."
Arnoff, a graduate of Vanderbilt Law
School, says overall lawyers make better
lobbyists than persons without legal
training. He attributes this to well-
developed analytical and communication
skills' rather than any philosophical
orientation imputed by .law schools. He
suggests that the law student considering
public interest work "take as many hard
business courses - taxes, securities,
trusts - as possible" and shy away from
family law, jurisprudence and other "less
traditional courses." Arnoff explained that
since groups such as Congress Watch often
must deal with economic special interests,
familiarity with laws regulating business
activities is essential.
CLASSIFIED:
SUMMER LAW SCHOOL INTERNS
LOOKING FOR HOUSING. PREFER
SUBLETS OR SIMILAR SHORT TERM
RENTAL. CALL PAT POLLITZER AT
822-1171.
- [rom p. 5
writing. If we were mathematicians,
we could work with symbols which
, could be made to mean whatever we
chose' to make them mean. But we
must make do with words which
come to us loaded with a freight of
history that can never be entirely
sloughed off.
If it were possible for judges
and legislators to achieve absolute
clarity in their opinions and statutes,
the process of adjusting our rules to
reflect, changing circumstances
would be even more difficult than it
now is. But we will never lack II": /
r.esidual ambiguities. Ever. so the
hallmark of a great lawyer or judge
or draftsman is that, when it is
appropriate to do so, he can come as
, close to clarity as the limits of the
language permit.
Grant Gilmore spoke of the ability to
"adjust rules to reflect changingcir-
cumstances". For the communications
lawyer, the task is even more difficult. The
rules are being repealed while the' cir-
cumstances change. Deregulation does not
answer problems - it may even create
them.
In short, when a particular field of en-
deavor fascinates us with its promise for
the future and for the opportunities it
presents" we should be aware that more
important than the existing legal rules is
the troubled and changing world out there.
As William Carlos Williams put it, "So
much depends upon a red wheelbarrow,
glazed with rainwater, beside the white
chickens. "
Jerome A. Barron
FACULTY NOTES
Resigned: Russ Stevenson, presently
Deputy General Counsel of the Securities
and Exchange Commission, has resigned
his professorship at The, National Law
Center. Stevenson taught corporations law
and related courses at the law school for
ten' years.
Retuming:Professor Emeritus of Law
Harold P. Green will be returning as a
tenured faculty member this fall.
-Professor Green is known for his expertise
in the fields of science and technology. He
has been practicing with a Washington,
D.C. law firm since 1979.
In the news: Professor John Banzhaf
and his Legal Activism students have,
struck again, this time striking it rich for
the residents of Maryland. In a lawsuit
begun in 1973against former Maryland
governor, Spiro T. Agnew, the Maryland
Court of Special Appeals recently upheld a
ruling that Agnew was to pay back to the
state over a quarter million dollars,
representing kickbacks he allegedly
received while in office.
Published: Two articles by Professor
Mary Cheh have recently been published
- "Government Control of Private Ideas
- Striking a Balance Between Scientific
Freedom and National Security," in
Jurlmetrics, vol. 23, 1982; and "Secrecy:
Why Is ItStill With Us?" in BuUetin of the
Atomic Scientists, December 1982.
Faculty appointments: Part-time
faculty for the fall term of 1983 include:
Richard I. Bloch Law 339-Collective
Bargaining;
Fred R. Disberoon, Law 513·En·
vironmental Litigation;
James A. Thompson, Jr., Law 515-
Pollution Control Law;
Eugene Tillman, Law 408-Health Care
Seminar; and
Edward V.A. Kussy, Law 511·En·
vironmental Planning.
